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With Goddess Durga returning to her abode in Mt. Kailash, we turn a new leaf and begin with the second 
term refreshed and rejuvenated. With the Half-Yearly Examination giving us a salubrious perspective 
into our progress, we, at DPS Hyderabad, had a memorable and momentous autumn season. Sports, 
excursions, camps, competitions, et all, offered the students with nonpareil wholesome experiences. 
 
 

Excursions and Field Trips 
 
Certainly, travelling is more than the seeing of sights; it is a change that goes on, deep and 
permanent, in the ideas of living. - Mary Ritter Beard 
 
As it is said that the world is a book and those who do not travel read only one page. Travelling with 
friends one of the few great experiences in life that not only teaches us great things but also helps us 
rediscover ourselves. It is not the destination but the journey that counts. After all, a journey is best 
measured in friends and not in miles. 
 
Camps, excursions and education trips are an extension of the classroom teaching. Children learn life 
lessons through real time experiences. After gruelling months of study and examinations, excursions 
and field trips come as a welcome relief and provide the students with much needed leisure. They 
refresh their tired brains and add charm to the school days. DPS, Hyderabad organised camps, field trips 
and excursions for the students in the month of October before the school closed for the Dussera 
Vacation. 
 
Grade I & II – Field Trip to PLABO 
 
The Delhi Public School, Hyderabad organised an ‘edutainment’ field trip for Grade I and Grade II 
students to PLABO (Interactive learn and play entertainment Zone) on 3rd and 5th October 24th and 26th 
of September respectively. 
 
Plabo was just the right place to engage kids. The place includes a museum, an entertainment zone and 
a play area. The games are built to promote qualities like leadership, team building, creativity, 
imagination play and explore various interactive and informative games and exhibits. 
 
Besides there were are all types of equipment which pose physical challenges to children. 
It also has Playarium and Explorium, where children can build things, create art and music and learn the 
basics of how to care for plants, milk cows, shop for groceries and work on a show! The exhibits 
showcase simple physics and other scientific phenomena. 
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It was a perfect educational play zone where the kids enjoyed different games and had a good time 
with lot of fun. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Grade V – Excursion to Vizag and Araku Valley 
 
The students of grade V had a memorable excursion to Vizag and Aruku Valley. It was a 3 days and 2 
nights trip. Being on their own, away from parents and travelling with friends for the first time, the 
students displayed great sense of responsibility and ownership towards themselves and their friends.  
The first stop, Vizag was filled with excitement as the students visited the aquarium, the Maritime 
Museum, an actual submarine and Kailashgiri with its colossal 40ft tall idol of Lord Shiva. 
How can a visit to Aruku Valley be complete without a visit to the mysterious and majestic Borra Caves? 
A treat for the senses was the lunch atop Ananthagiri Hills followed by a trip to the tribal museum. 
The cherry on the top was a visit to the beach where the students relished the company of the sand, the 
sea and their friends; memories as precious as pearl!  
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Grade VI – Excursion to Mysore, Bangalore & Coorg. 
 

An excursion grade VI was meticulously chalked out from 3rd Oct – 7th Oct to Karnataka.  The group 
included 120 students, 12 teachers and 3 tour operators. First stop was Coorg with a quick stopover at 
every tourist’s bite-sized wonder, the Golden Temple. The Abbey falls, Talacauvery and the Raja’s seat 
were next on the list. At night, a dance floor with music was set for the children to dance and they 
enjoyed it to bits. Mysore, the City of Palaces, welcomed the students with all its regal splendour of the 
Mysore Palace, the Brundavan Gardens, Chamundi Hills and Philomena Church. En route to Bengaluru, 
they visited Tipu Sultan’s summer palace. The trip ended with a thoroughly spent but strangely 
invigorated group of students bursting with stories for their parents back home. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Grade VII & VIII – Excursion to Panchgani, Lonavala & Mahabaleswar 
 

The excursion arranged for grade VII and VIII after the completion of the Half 
Yearly Assessment was no less a balm for the students overwrought by the 
stress of examinations. A trip to Mahabaleswar, Panchgani and Lonavala, for 
the students was like hills brought to their doorsteps. The journey started on 
2nd October for grade 8 and 4th October from Hyderabad by train. Following a 
night stay in Pune, the students headed to Mahabaleswar on the next day. 
The resort with its tasty food and sprawling open lawns overlooking the hills, 
provided an admirable stay for all. The students enjoyed activities like horse 
riding, games, camp fire. They visited places like the Tableland, Panchganga 
Temple and the Mapro factory outlet. The young hands also cherished the 
freedom of purchasing goods at will. The next destination was Imagica in 
Khopoli, Lonavala. A cosy night’s rest was enough to rejuvenate the dwindling 
energy of the students after a long travel. The third day was spent in Novotel Imagica, an amusement 
park, where the students and teachers experienced different exciting rides and water games. The tour 
ended on a happy note with the ebullient students singing all the way back to Chhatrapati Shivaji 
Airport, to board the return flight to Hyderabad. 
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Grade IX – Excursion to Jaipur & Ranthambore 
 
Grade IX, had the wonderful opportunity to visit Rajasthan, the land of 
the Rajputs. Being the older lot and bearing the strength and tenacity to 
embark on a longer trip, Jaipur and Ranthambore gave them a delightful 
melange of work and play. 
It was an action packed 5 days and 4 nights trip with the first stop at 
Ranthambore where they visited the formidable Ranthambore Fort 
situated within the Ranthambore National Park. Watching the facts, 
figures and fictions of their History books come alive in the fort was fascinating. 
 

Who would miss the opportunity to go on a wildlife jeep safari, especially when there is the alluring 
prospect of sighting the fearsome Royal Bengal Tiger? Students got into their adventure gears as best 
as they imagined and headed off to have the time of their lives in the jungle safari.  
The Pink City of Jaipur, held within her the mystery of most Rajput provinces. This was evident to the 
students with their next visit to the City Palace, the Hawa Mahal and the Amer Fort. The final flourish 
was the visit to the faux village of Chokhi Dhani with camels, horses, folk dance and music abound.  
The most awaited trip to the Jantar Mantar stole the show for the science buffs. The trip came to an 
end with the quintessential visit to the Albert Museum and the Birla Temple. 
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Grade X – Night Camp 
 
On 4th and 5th October 2018, a night camp for the students of Class X - ‘CONGREGARE’ was organized by 
Delhi Public School, Hyderabad. The event was meticulously planned at each step, guaranteeing a time 
of joy and amusement for all students. 
 
The students were provided a specially customized T-shirt as a memento of the Night Camp. The day 
commenced with a wholesome breakfast at 8am. Following this, students were taken to ‘Palm Exotica, 
Boutique Resort and Spa’ which offered a variety of water rides and adventure rides in the Wild Waters 
Aqua Park and Adventure Park. The students were exhilarated to be a part of these thrilling activities 
and enjoyed the beautiful landscape of the resort. Lunch was provided for the students and the teachers 
at the resort. 
 
After an exhausting yet joyful time, the students were headed back to the school where they were 
served with mouth-watering snacks of ‘chaat’ and ‘bhelpuri’. This was followed by several entertaining 
activities like musical chairs and fashion show planned by the teachers keeping in mind the participation 
of all students. The spirit of the Night Camp was further enhanced when Zibran Arora, the DJ for the 
evening played peppy music to which the students as well as the teachers danced along to their fullest.  
 
As the night drew closer, a bonfire was lit to provide warmth amidst the chilly night. All the students 
savoured a scrumptious dinner. The teachers ensured that the fun went on with a midnight ‘Antakshari’ 
conducted by them. The night was filled with melodious voices of the students and the teachers. It 
ended on a high note and the students thoroughly enjoy themselves, spending the remaining part of 
the night in their rooms where movies were played.  
 
Next day, early in the morning, the students took it upon themselves to clean up the school premises 
after the night’s fun and geared themselves for a trek. Some students who preferred to stay back at 
school, played outdoor games while the others went for a nature walk and witnessed the picturesque 
sunrise. Towards the end of the camp, all students indulged in a delicious breakfast and chatted away 
about the memorable and eventful night. 
 
In a nutshell, ‘CONGREGARE 2018’ was a huge success and the memories of the night camp will be 
etched forever in the minds of the Class of ’18. 
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Grade XI and XII - Field Trips  
 

Educational Trip to an Agricultural University  
 

On 4th October, 2018, the students of classes XI and XII from the Biology stream were taken on an 
educational field trip to Professor Jayashankar Telangana State Agricultural University. Currently 
occupying the 3rd position amongst all agricultural institutions in the country, PJTSAU is renowned for 
its ground breaking research and its highly experienced faculty.  
 
The visit started off with an interactive session conducted by the university faculty. The students were 
informed about the various educational programs offered by the university, as well as the vast 
employment opportunities available in the field of agriculture. Further, they were also given a brief 
introduction to the various soil types, and the crops that can be cultivated on them, to familiarize the 
students with the agricultural setup in the country. 
 
This was followed by a tour of the university fields, where the students witnessed how crops like paddy, 
maize, millets, oilseeds etc. are grown. They were fascinated by the way in which the fields were 
operated, and were keen to know more about the agricultural practices.  The students were then taken 
to a vermi-compost shed, where they received in-depth information about how the compost is 
prepared and utilized in the fields. They were also shown how different fields are irrigated based on the 
water requirement of the crops. 
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At the end of a day spent in the lap of nature, the students were able to truly appreciate the importance 
of agriculture in our country. Many even wanted to consider it as a potential future profession.  It was 
an extremely valuable experience.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EDUCATIONAL FIELD TRIP TO ARCHAEOLOGY MUSEUM 
 
Students of Grades XI & XII (Humanities stream) of Delhi Public School, Hyderabad visited the Telangana 
State Archaeology Museum on Thursday, October 4, 2018. The students visited the various galleries of 
the museum and studied the various artefacts present there.  
 
First, they visited the Egyptian mummy gallery, which contained the preserved remains of a 16-18 year 
old girl, the daughter of the 6th Pharaoh of Egypt. It was brought to Hyderabad by Nazeer Nawaz Jung, 
the son in law of the 6th Nizam of Hyderabad.  
Next, they visited the Vijayanagara Empire Complex in the museum. There, various deities such as 
Buddha, Jaina tirthankaras (including Mahavira), and Hindu Gods like Shiva, Ram, Lakshmi were 
depicted in Bronze idols. There were bronze idols of devotees, especially a lady devotee known as 
Deepa Sundari. The idols were displayed in glass enclosures and information about their origin, period 
of development, technique of production, materials used etc were displayed above them.  The idols 
were acquired either through excavation or through purchase. Other structures like an original wooden 
chariot and a Kakatiya Mandapa were also displayed. The mandapa was a huge, square-shaped stone 
structure with 4 ornately carved pillars.  
 

From there, the students proceeded to the Decorative Art Gallery. It had artefacts from prehistoric 
times till 20th century AD. The artefacts were displayed according to time period. First, there were jugs, 
bowls, spoons and other everyday objects crafted out of bronze and brass, with ornate carving and inlay 
work. Elaborate floral designs were etched onto these objects. All these are known as Bidar Ware, a 
type of metal casting originating in Bidar, the capital of the Bidari Kingdom. It blends metal casting with 
inlaying of ornate patterns of precious metals. The period during which they were developed is 
uncertain. Techniques of Bidari work included Tarkashi (wire inlay), Tahirhshan (sheet inlay), aftabi 
(cutout design on metal sheets).  
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Jewellry made of gold with inlay of precious stones was also on display. From a later period (around 
1700 AD), there are daily use objects like bowls, jugs, spoons, huqqas made of ivory, jade and Chinese 
porcelain etc.  
 

Textiles like Himroos (for wearing), Kalamkari textiles (including bed spreads) made of cotton and silk 
are on display. They have patterns made by block printing and vegetable dyes. The depict scenes from 
rituals, processions etc.  
 

From there the students proceeded to the Holy Buddhist Relic Gallery, which was basically a room 
depicting the various types of stupas found all over our country. It had models and pictorial 
representation of stupas at Sanchi, Amaravathi, Bavikonda etc. There was a glass model depicting the 
structure and shape of a stupa along with its contents.  
 
The next stop was the Ajanta Frescoes Gallery where the students observed various frescoes and 
paintings that had been made by ancient artists. On enquiry, it was found that the paintings majorly 
depicted important events like wars, ritual processions, a new King’s accession to the throne, marriage 
etc.  
 
The last gallery visited by the students was the Islamic Texts & Painting Gallery. In the gallery, students 
saw Arabic and Persian stone inscriptions from the reign of the Adil Shahi Kings, commemorating major 
infrastructure projects or land endowments. There were also samples of texts inscribed on various 
monuments as well as well-preserved manuscripts.  
 
Overall, the perception of the students was that the museum had been established to protect, preserve 
and propagate knowledge about the history of South India. It was a very informative trip for the 
students as they were able to study and examine sculptures, paintings, idols and other artefacts which 
they had only seen in their textbooks till date. Hence, they were able to relate with the information 
given in their textbooks.  
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EDUCATIONAL FIELD TRIP TO AQUASURE BOTTLING FACTORY 
 
The students of Class XI & XII Commerce wing visited ‘Aquasure Gold Bottling Plant’ on Thursday, 4th 
of October, 2018. The following observations were recorded based on the interaction and responses 
collected through a questionnaire.   
 
ABOUT THE PLANT 
Form of business organization: This plant was set up by two individuals in a partnership form of business 
organization. It is a franchise of Eureka and Forbes managed by Mars and co. 
Employment in the plant: The plant has a total of 18 permanent employees on site, 
(7 ladies and 11 men) plus one Plant manager, and Micro-biologist to oversee the quality of water and 
to prevent contamination. They have 12-hour shifts. 
 
SALES AND DISTRIBUTION 
Sales: They have a yearly contract with various leading airlines such as IndiGo and Spicejet since 2012 
and 2013. They also have contracts for the supply of water at special events at hotels 2 like Vivanta and 
Premium Plaza. The above mentioned are their main clients. They also have a seasonal difference in 
their sales i.e, sales in summer go up and reduce the rest of the year. They sell approximately 1000 
cases of water bottles every month. 
Distribution: They have also appointed various distributors in various areas and districts and states. (Eg, 
they have a distributor for Gachibowli, Hyderabad etc). The radius for each area and allocated to each 
distributor is 5km. 
 
MACHINERY AND RAW MATERIALS 
Procurement of Machinery: This Aquasure plant procures their machinery from Hymech Engineers Pvt 
Ltd, who supply machinery for bottling and packaging of beverages. The complete cost of the machinery 
at the plant, including the installation charges is 65 lakhs. 
Processing units: 26 lakhs, 20 ltr. Bottle production units: 30 lakhs 
Machinery depreciation charged at 15% p.a. 
Furniture and Fixtures depreciation charged at 10% p.a. 
 
ALL MACHINERY IS INSURED ON A YEARLY BASIS. 
Raw materials: The procurement of raw materials is done in bulk. 
Capacity: The capacity of the bottling section of the plant is 60 bottles per minute.  
 200 ml bottles and 110 cases of 1 ltr. Bottles in an hour. The plant’s capacity per month is 1 lakh cases. 
1 case of 200ml bottles = 35 bottles 
1 case of 500ml bottles = 20 bottles 
1 case of 1ltr. Bottles = 12 bottles3 
 
HYGIENE AND REGULATION 
Hygiene: Hygiene on site is controlled by a microbiologist who keeps a close eye on the operations to 
ensure safety and prevent contamination of water. There is also a machine operator who makes sure 
the machines are running cleanly and smoothly. Other hygiene measures taken are things like providing 
hygiene caps to visitors and making sure they wash their hands. There is also a solution of potassium 
permanganate on the threshold of the factory to prevent dirt entering through visitors’ feet. Shoes are 
not permitted inside the factory premises. 
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Regulations: The factory is regulated by the BUREAU OF INDIAN STANDARDS (BIS) which is hallmark and 
FOOD SAFETY AND STANDARDS AUTHORITY OF INDIA (FSSAI) which is an autonomous body established 
under the Ministry of Health & Family Welfare, Government of India. The FSSAI has been established 
under the Food Safety and Standards Act, 2006 which is a consolidating statute related to food safety 
and regulation in India. 
 
Every year inspection is done by Hymech which sends an engineer from Bombay to make sure superior 
quality is a priority that is being followed and to ensure the maintenance of the plant and standards of 
the products. 
 
THE PET BLOWING MACHINE 
The pet blowing machine is an interesting aspect of the factory. It deals with the manufacture of plastic 
bottles. A machine called the ‘Pet Blowing Machine’ is used. 
A Pet Preform is used, which is a type of raw material in the shape of a small test tube to make these 
bottles. This is a by-product of crude oil in the production of petroleum. It is acquired at Rs. 130 per kg 
including GST. 
Under extreme pressure and a temperature of 100 degrees Celsius, hot air is blown into a pet preform 
which blows up into the shape of the mold surrounding it. It produces approximately 60 plastic bottles 
in a minute. 
 
OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSION 
The bottling unit was an interesting unit which cleaned, filled, capped and wrapped bottles very quickly. 
It was interesting to watch something so technological in action. There was no human touch to the 
water from start to finish. It was also enclosed in a room. There were bottles being churned out at a 
very fast speed. 
The factory premises was extremely clean with numerous bottles that had been packed and kept ready 
for shipping.  
Lastly, everyone was efficient at their respective jobs, from the plant managers to the ladies labelling 
the bottles. It was a well-organized, clean and efficient factory. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Grade XII A and XII B – An Education Field Trip to CSIR – NGRI 
 
The students of class 12 – A and 12 – B, visited the National Geophysical Research Institute division of 
the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research, Uppal, on the 4th of October, in order to be exposed to 
life beyond the textbooks. Students intended to extract maximum knowledge about this unknown 
realm of knowledge so that they realize the importance of such an institute, apply this knowledge and 
work towards a career in it in the future. 
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Students visited three major divisions of this vastly reputed research centre – the Seismological division, 
the Indo – French Centre for Groundwater Research (IFCGR), and the Geochemical Research division. 
Each of these divisions involved simple applications of the concepts which the students usually learn in 
school, culminating into something which can change ones perception about Planet Earth. 
 
In the Seismological Centre, students learnt the geophysics behind the occurrence of earthquakes, and 
how their intensity can be measured with the help of certain sensitive devices, such as the seismograph. 
They learnt that earthquakes are unpredictable phenomena and were enlightened upon the principle 
of a seismograph, and the intricate details required while deriving a precise seismogram. Eventually 
they found out more about tectonic plates that are in continuous motion, and how these can get 
fractured, thus causing an earthquake. 
 
Next, the students visited the IFGCR. Though there was not much to see, there was a lot to learn. As the 
name suggests, this division deals with the availability of groundwater in various parts of India and how 
best it could be harnessed for human use. But before that, students were shown a model of the 
constituents of the earth’s crust that should be known for information about groundwater – the top 
soil, the the weathered zone, the fractured zone, and the bedrock zone. Students were told that this 
investigation is done by the use of Faraday’s law of electromagnetic induction, as a helicopter at a 
certain elevation detects ground water by the production of magnetic field. It was quite an interesting 
mechanism to know about. 
 
Later, they went to the Geochemical Research division and were shown different kinds of rocks that 
exist in nature, and they were explained about its chemical composition. However, the students 
perceived that the analysis of these rocks is not child’s play at all. A rock goes to through a series of 
tests in different laboratories of the division so that its final constituents can be ascertained. It was also 
told that a rock needs to be pulverized into a fine powder, mixed with 10 millilitres of an acid mixture, 
and then sent stored in at test tube, which is then sent to the petrological laboratory for further analysis.  
 
This is accomplished by a petrological microscope, which distinguishes between various minerals using 
the colour produced by it in plane polarized light. The entire division dealt with this study. 
Students left the institute, satisfied that the students had a chance to learn something out of the 
ordinary. Everyone was pleasantly astonished to find that certain concepts in science, which the 
students earlier found difficult to comprehend, now seemed crystal clear, and that too quite essential 
for the understanding of the natural phenomena and objects around us.  
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Grade XII – Field Trip to NIFT 
 
Students of class XII were taken for a study trip to National Institute of Fashion Technology, Hyderabad. 
The trip was organised with an aim to give students an exposure of Fashion Design School, NIFT to help 
them know about different courses offered by NIFT. It gave them a platform to interact with the masters 
and the amateurs alike through a guided tour to all the departments, workshops, including the Library 
and canteen. DIPSITES got to see the NIFT students working on Looms and machines to develop 
products and working on creative assignments. 
Students were given the information about different kind of courses and elective semester wise. 
At the end students got to meet the HOD of Fashion Communication and Fashion Design department. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Grade XII – Deccan Trails 
 
On the 1st of October, almost a hundred, extremely excited dipsites boarded their buses along with their 
teachers, ready to experience one of the most memorable trips of their life. They were not 
disappointed. After a long, yet enjoyable bus ride, they arrived at Deccan Trails, an adventure camp 
located amongst the Ananthagiri Hills, Vikarabad. Their home for the next 24 hours. 
 
They reached there at around 10:30 am and eagerly explored the surroundings. There were so many 
activities to do and so many things to try out, like jumping on the trampoline, swinging on tier swings, 
climbing nets, playing badminton and table tennis, and so much more! But the main reason of this 
excitement was place where they were going to stay-the tents and cottages! Those tents were located 
on top of a hill while the cottages were located down the hill. There were tiny ceiling fans and hanging 
lamps which looked like fairy lights on the top and filled the tent up with a soft glow.  
 
After a quick introduction of the Camp’s staff, they set off to their tents/dormitories to get ready for 
their upcoming adventures. Rock climbing, zip lining, tug-of-war, badminton, jumping on the 
trampoline, playing volleyball are few of the many things the dipsites engaged in. The teachers too, 
joined the fun and participated in many of the activities. After a while, the tired students had a delicious 
lunch and trudged back to their tents to rejuvenate and freshen up.  
 
The students were back on their feet, after not very long, ready to dance. As they danced, enjoyed their 
evening tea and snacks as the sun set. They freshened up and came back for dinner at around 9 pm. . 
After a quick dinner, the campfire was set, a beautiful image of light against dark Most of the students 
were dancing to the beats of the songs being played while the teachers looked on. Whilst few danced 
around the fire, a few of the dipsites merely relaxed with their friends, enjoying the moment and each 
other’s company It was 11pm when they retired back to their tents. But the day wasn’t over yet. 
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 After changing into nightwear, the students played Uno and narrated horror stories which scared the 
daylights out of some of them. It was fun laughing to the jokes that the teachers and friends cracked. 
All the dipsites, tired and exhausted, slept around 2 am in the night. 
 
As the sun rose, the teachers and dipsites woke, to fresh air and the sound of the rooster. They roamed 
around, enjoying nature’s beauty and getting ready for their jungle trek.  
 
Calling the trek eventful, would be an understatement. No amount of words can describe the two hour 
journey the kids set out for, in the depths of the jungle. It was a first for many of the students, who had 
never been trekking before. They climbed steep hills, slid down the sandy paths, collected peacock 
feathers, tried to spot the various animals residing in the jungle and finished the trek, exhausted yet 
content. It was undoubtedly the highlight of the trip and the dipsites who got onto their buses later 
could not stop discussing it.  
 
The teachers ensured that the students got enough pictures to remind them of the trip and remained 
very patient with the dpsites’s troubles.  
Then comes the sad part-saying goodbye to the place. Especially because there were just too many 
wonderful memories that were made there. But then, these memories would always be treasured and 
will forever be cherished- the anthakshari games in the bus , the jokes cracked, all the walking, jumping 
and dancing- everything. 
 
Overall, it was an amazing outing where all the dipsites bonded with their peers and teachers alike. It 
was the perfect trip for their last year of schooling, and everyone agreed  that a day with nature is 
always a well spent day and is a hundred times better than a day filled with those technological gadgets. 
It was livelier and fun filled than the rest of the ‘normal’ days . Finally one can say that, ’’Nature is the 
best friend that Man can have in this entire world.’’ 
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Euphoria – An Inter School Sports Fest 2018 
 
Endurance is one of the most difficult disciplines, but it is to the one who endures that the final victory 
comes. - Buddha  
 
Euphoria – Senior Wing 
 

The entire school reverberated with cheers and shout-out for three days as Delhi Public School, 
Hyderabad organised Euphoria - a sports extravaganza from the 6th Sept to the 8th Sept, 2018. The 
students of 28 different CBSE schools participated in six different disciplines stretching over three days. 
The participation was overwhelming with 12 cricket teams, 16 football teams, 16 girls’ and 16 boys’ 
basketball teams. In individual events, 17 boys and 16 girls battled it out at the tennis court  in two 
categories – under  -class 7 and under -class 9, 19 players from 11 schools participated in chess to check-
mate the opponent and 80 athletes from 15 schools raced against each other in the track events for a 
podium finish. In total there were 835 participants in DPS Hyderabad campus.  A detailed report of 
Euphoria- Senior wing is available as a special edition along with the November Edition of DIPSCOOP. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Euphoria – Junior Wing (Prep.)   
 
Competitions play a role in motivating students to perform and excel and offer a lot more reward than 
just the winning prize. It also encourages students to adopt innovative techniques and develop their ideas 
& skills. In this regard, “Euphoria Junior-Inter School Fest 2018“was hosted by Delhi Public School, 
Hyderabad on 18th September, 2018. 
 
The objective of organizing such events is to encourage the innate talent and provide all students a 
platform to show case their creativity and develop interpersonal skills. 
 
The event commenced with the welcome address by Ms. Laxmi Samal, the Coordinator of the Pre-Primary 
wing and the lighting of the lamp by our beloved Principal, Ms.Geetha Vishwanathan, DPS, Hyderabad, 
followed by a melodious song from the choir. 
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There were exhilarating events like, La Artistino (Coloring Contest) with a theme, “Butterfly, for Nursery, 
Rhapsody (Recitation Contest) with a theme, “My Dreamland” and, Treasure Trove (Novelty races) which 
included hurdle race and Wander words for Prep children.  
 
All the little artists from different schools proved that they not only excel in academics but also shine in 
exhibiting their skills by their creative presentation.  
 
“Beauty is the realm of poetry”. Each & every child recited their poem eloquently and enjoyed the beauty 
of expression, thoughts, rhyme and music of words. 
 
As they say, “Healthy mind resides in healthy body” and sports definitely benefits the physical strength, 
increases self-esteem & mental alertness of children. The Treasure trove participants played fantastically 
well. 
 
The judges of La Artistino, Ms. Ch. Sumalatha & Ms. Meenakshi Katragadda were truly impressed with 
the imagination and the aesthetic sense the children have for colors. The Treasure Trove was judged by 
in-house Sports teachers. They were astounded with the fact that the kids are sportive at this age and 
they adhere to the rules while playing. Ms. Sharmila Narne & Ms. Meenakshi Suri judged the recitation 
contest, Rhapsody. They were really pleased to see the way the little participants were making the 
ambience harmonious and mesmerizing by their Poems. The fun they all had in participating in the 
competition is certainly going to add a new innings to their colorful childhood memories.  
 
Winners List: 

LA ARTISTINO (COLORING CONTEST)  

SL. NAME OF THE CHILD SCHOOL POSITION 

1 R.VENKATA BHAVIKA DPS,HYDERABAD I 

2 CHODAGAMA ARADHYA NASR,SOMAJIGUDA II 

3 KADAMANCHI MRIDINI NASR,SOMAJIGUDA III 
 

 

RHAPSODY (RECITATION CONTEST) 

SL. NAME OF THE CHILD SCHOOL POSITION 

1 MIHIKA JAISWAL NASR,SOMAJIGUDA I 

2 SARAH NADEEM NASR,SOMAJIGUDA II 

3 AISHI AHMED DPS,HYDERABAD III 
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TREASURE TROVE (NOVELTY RACE)-HURDLE HOPPER 

SL.  NAME OF THE CHILD SCHOOL POSITION 

1 AAHANA KAUL NASR,SOMAJIGUDA I 

2 M.LAKSHMI ANSHITHA DPS,HYDERABAD II 

3 MD.ABRAR UL HAQ SANCTA MARIA INTERNATIONAL III 
 

 

TREASURE TROVE (NOVELTY RACE)-WANDER WORDS 

SL. NAME OF THE CHILD SCHOOL POSITION 

1 SRITHA SARANI VADLAMUDI SANCTA MARIA INTERNATIONAL Winner 

2 VIHAAN SANCTA MARIA INTERNATIONAL Winner 

3 SAACHI NASR,SOMAJIGUDA Runner up 

4 SYED AMMAR ALI NASR,SOMAJIGUDA Runner up 
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Interact Club 
 
There was a time when good grades meant everything. It was enough to get you into college or 
university, enough to get you a good job. However good grades alone do not mean your life is set for 
great success. Over the years many organisations in India and beyond have cried foul that students are 
getting into the work place without the proper set of skills to succeed in the workplace. 
 
You get a straight ‘A’s student enrolling for a Law degree and score distinction throughout. 
However when it comes to the actual work on the ground, that high flyer cannot hold an argument in 
court and the presentation is not even convincing to the magistrate let alone the client being 
represented. 
There are more skills you can aim to have which are beyond the classroom. It is important to appreciate 
the contribution of the skills set a learner can obtain from being part of a club at school. Clubs can offer 
important life skills that a learner can use for the rest of his or her life.  
 
On the morning of 21st August, 2018, The Interact Club of Delhi Public School organized the Installation 
Ceremony to install the new Executive board and the new members for the year 2018-19. Students of 
classes 8th & 11th, who committed themselves to the ultimate goal of serving mankind and giving back 
to the society by joining the Interact Club, were invested for the same.  

 
 After all the Interactors for the year gathered in Room Number 14, the 
ceremony began which was also presided over by honourable members 
of the Rotary Club of Jubilee Hills, Club Secretary Rotarian Moorthy and 
Rotarian Meera, Director of Service Projects. The ceremony began with a 
beautiful musical performance by the interactors.  
 

 
 The choir was soon followed by the 
declaration of the members of the Executive 
Board for the year consisting of Nayonika Mitra 
as the President, Taneesha Chaturvedi as Vice-
President, Tanish Goel as the President Elect, 
Nandini Chada as the Secretary, Kashika 

Nagpal as Joint Secretary, Sai Preethi Polu as Treasurer and Rahul Milind, Suhani Modi, Khushi Aggarwala 
and Hiranmayee Avasarala as Directors.  
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Taneesha Chaturvedi, Director 2017-18 of the Interact Club took up the opportunity of enlightening the 
Rotarians and new members with the Report of previous academics year. This was followed by the 
Installation of the Board Members by the Rotarians. The President was handed over the gavel and the 
Collar and the secretary was handed over the Charter. The board members took their oath and 
promised to support the president in all her work and work to make the society a better place. The 79 
new members were added to the club this year.  
  
Soon after, Nayonika Mitra, the President for the year 2018-19, addressed the gathering and shared the 
idea behind the club and liberated them about the agendas at hand. Talking about the theme for the 
year “Be the Inspiration”, she repeatedly laid emphasis on the importance of spreading smiles. Rotarian 
Moorty, in his speech, encouraged and inspired all the members to contribute for the betterment of 
the society. This was followed by Rahul Milind, Director-2018-19, sharing his experience as a member. 
His words and the emotions reflected within aroused several expectations and excitement in the new 
members.  
 
Finally, the meeting was adjourned by the President, Nayonika Mitra by the ceremonial striking of the 
gavel which ignited hope in the hearts of the interactors.  The hope of the fact that their little 
contributions will be able to bring a big change in the society. The event came to close with the ceremonial 
singing of the National Anthem. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Club Activities 

Total No. of Students: 

  Class XII –  48 
Class XI –  54 
Class X – 26 
Class IX – 37 
Class VIII -  35 
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1. ITC WOW project: -- Students of Class VIII & XII participated in Recycling Paper project in 
collaboration with ITC. 

2. Installation of new board members conducted in August, 2018 
3. Students created folders out of Newspaper and other recycled items for 210 teachers along with 

a message of gratitude and presented them on Teacher’s Day 
4. Green Ganesha Campaign, spearheaded by Interactor Taneesha  and  Kashika – Students of class 

X learned about Clay modelling, sat with primary class children during Hobby periods. They went 
to all the classes of Primary wing and explained about the pollution caused by chemical paint 
etc. They explained about the need for more eco-friendly options and the methods to 
implement these. Two students even spoke to the senior students about green Ganesha on the 
PA system  

5. 2nd September, 2018 -Students participated in Peace March at KBR Park conducted by Twin city 
Rotary clubs – Tanisha, Preeti and Tanish. 

6. 2nd September, 2018 – Interactor Nandini volunteered in Blood Donation camp conducted by the 
Rotarty club of Hyderabad Gachibowli   

7. Students did voluntary service during Swachhata Pakhwada by cleaning during Inter School 
Euphoria Competition. 

 
Teachers’ Day Initiative 

The Interact Club of DPS Hyderabad with 200 members, celebrated Teacher’s Day with a difference. The 
students created folders out of Newspaper and other recycled items for 210 teachers along with a 
message of gratitude and presented them on Teacher’s Day. 
 

The Message:- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

5th September, 2018 
 
Dear _____________________, 
 
To someone who has taken the time to listen to our concerns, guide us on the path to knowledge, 
and reassure us on our life’s path. You were the parent at school who guided us without any ulterior 
motive. We thank you, dear teacher – for being our strength and inspiration!  
 
Not everyone has the patience of a saint, a heart of gold, and dedication without end – but you do! 
Which is why we just wanted to let you know how much you are appreciated.  
 

Happy Teacher’s Day! 
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‘ILLUMIND’ – OLYMPIAD 
  

Olympiad exams not only tests the basic subjects taught in the school, but also enhance the analytical 
reasoning ability in a child. It increases the thinking capacity, problem solving skills, confidence and 
hence helps in an all over development of a child at a young stage. 

 
Keeping this in mind, Delhi Public School, Hyderabad along with DPS Secunderabad and DPS Miyapur 
has, apart from regular curriculum, prepared ‘ILLUMIND’, a DPS Olympiad for grades I, II, III and IV. 
The purpose of this Olympiad was to give students an exposure to competition and make them ready 
to face any competitive challenge that would be thrown open to them in the future. ‘Illumind’ also 
provides a unique competitive platform. It motivates students to strive for the best. It is helping the 
students to test their understanding, level of knowledge and power of reasoning. 

  
While preparing for the Term I final Olympiad test, three comprehensive mock tests were conducted 
including Math, English and Science with ten each questions on the following dates. 
Mock Test 1 - 5th July 2018 
Mock Test 2 – 2nd August 2018 
Mock Test 3 – 4th September 2018 
Term 1 test- 25th September 2018 
The Term test had a total of 50 marks, twenty, fifteen and fifteen marks respectively.  
 
Mock exams have given exposure to students to know strategies that are proven to be more helpful 
and discover what works best for them and subsequently helped them to score better in Term I - 
Illumind test. 

 
 

Inter-House Competitions 
 
Grade Nursery – Origami 

Origami is a great way to develop logical and spatial thinking by encouraging a child to       creatively fold 
paper and transform it into different exciting models. The Nursery students participated in the Inter 
House Origami Contest on 7th September, 2018. 
 Familiar model of a cat was shown to the kids on 6th September, 2018.Then they were shown step by 
step process of folding the paper. Teachers worked in the groups of 4- 5 children to ensure that each one 
of them was able to make the model of a cat. On the day of the contest, children were given the origami 
paper and it was wonderful to watch the eyes of the children light up when they completed their work 
successfully. The best of them were chosen as winners by our judges. 
 
The judges for the competition were the talented students from class XI. They were 
Srujana Dash  XI D 
Mehuli Das    XI D 
The students were judged on the criteria: Quality of folding and neatness. 
The activity enhanced their fine motor skills. It was a fun filled experience for the little ones. 
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S. NO NAME CLASS/SEC HOUSE POSITION 
1. V.KRITIKA.N.REDDY NURSERY A  SAPPHIRE I 
2. B.YASHWITHA RAJ NURSERY A TOPAZ II 
3. TANVI MATHALA NURSERY A TOPAZ III 
4. SIYA NAGIA NURSERY A RUBY CONSOLATION 

 

S. NO NAME CLASSL/SEC HOUSE POSITION 
1. G.SHANMUKHA NURSERY B SAPPHIRE I 
2. AKSHITH NANDAN NURSERY B RUBY II 
3. B.LAKSHYA NURSERY B EMERALD III 
4. VEDANT DAS NURSERY B EMERALD CONSOLATION 

 
S. NO NAME CLASSL/SEC HOUSE POSITION 

1. CHAHAT DUGGAL NURSERY C TOPAZ I 
2. ADITYA RAM NL NURSERY C EMERALD II 
3. SANIDDHYA PANDA NURSERY C RUBY III 
4. SAANVIKA GRANDHI NURSERY C TOPAZ CONSOLATION 

 
S. NO NAME CLASSL/SEC HOUSE POSITION 

1. AMYRA MEHTA NURSERY D RUBY I 
2. VIHAAN MULLANGI NURSERY D EMERALD II 
3. SHANVI SATTURU NURSERY D SAPPHIRE III 
4. MEDHA TRIPATHI NURSERY D EMERALD CONSOLATION 

 
S. NO NAME CLASSL/SEC HOUSE POSITION 

1. RITHISH.S NURSERY E EMERALD I 
2. SUMEDHA POOJARI NURSERY E TOPAZ II 
3. AARUSH REDDY.P NURSERY E RUBY III 
4. JYOTHI RADITYA.K NURSERY E RUBY CONSOLATION 

 
S. NO NAME CLASSL/SEC HOUSE POSITION 

1. BHUMIKA MANIK NURSERY F TOPAZ I 
2. ABIGAIL ALLEPA NURSERY F EMERALD II 
3. SAMA SAHARSH REDDY NURSERY F EMERALD III 
4. MAANVITHA MANNE NURSERY F RUBY CONSOLATION 
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Grade Nursery – Tear and Paste Contest 

Art and Craft allows children to express themselves, reduces stress and anxiety. It also provides children 
a creative outlet in developing their fine motor skills .Keeping the said notion in mind a tear and paste 
contest was organized for students of Nursery on 24th October, 2018. A picture of butterfly was given to 
the kids on 23rd October, 2018 for practice. Clear instructions were given by the teachers that the 
children need to use their thumb and the pointer finger to tear the paper and paste them neatly on the 
picture. On the contest day the children were given a picture of fish and coloured papers to paste on it.  
With tiny hands in action, the kids skilfully tore the coloured papers and pasted them on the given 
picture. The gesture that gave immense satisfaction to the teachers was that the children kept in mind 
to pick bits of papers and disposed them off efficiently to maintain the cleanliness of the classroom. The 
best of them were chosen as winners by our judges. 

The judges for the competition were the talented students of class XI . They were 
Sonakshi Sinha - XI D 
Anushree M  -XI C 
 
Students were judged on the criteria: Quality of tearing and neatness 
The activity enhanced their creative skills. It was a fun filled experience for the little ones. 
 
The winners are: 
NURSERY A 

S. NO NAME HOUSE POSITION 
1. HRITVIKA REDDY.P EMERALD I 
2. SIYA NANGIA RUBY II 
3. JONNA JOSHITHA SAPPHIRE III 
4. KRISHNA HETHAKSH RUBY CONSOLATION 

 

NURSERY B 

S. NO NAME HOUSE POSITION 
1. SANVIKA. A RUBY I 
2. VIVAAN JAISWAL RUBY II 
3. A. JASWITA SAI SAPPHIRE III 
4. K. AVANI REDDY TOPAZ CONSOLATION 

 
NURSERY C 

S. NO NAME HOUSE POSITION 
1. CHAHAT DUGGAL TOPAZ I 
2. DEEKSHITHA PALLA RUBY II 
3. ARYNA DEY EMERALD III 
4. ADITYA RAM EMERALD CONSOLATION 
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NURSERY D 

S. NO NAME HOUSE POSITION 

1. MEDHANSH NAGASAI SAPPHIRE I 
2. LAKSHMI SAMVIDA EMERALD II 
3. MURARI KUNAL PRAHLAD RUBY III 
4. MEDHA TRIPATHI EMERALD CONSOLATION 

 
NURSERY E 

S. NO NAME HOUSE POSITION 
1. SHANTANU KOPPISETTY SAPPHIRE I 
2. NEELAKSHITRIPATHY RUBY II 
3. SAI TANVITHA SAPPHIRE III 
4. AKSHAJ AGARWAL EMERALD CONSOLATION 

 
NURSERY F 

S. NO NAME HOUSE POSITION 
1. SHRINITHA REDDY TOPAZ I 
2. GURUMOKSHADHAR RUBY II 
3. DRUTHI SAI SRI EMERALD III 
4. BHUMIKA MANIK TOPAZ CONSOLATION 
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Grade Prep – Best Out of Waste 

Best Out of Waste is one craft that inculcates awareness and love for environment. The objective was 
to reduce  and reuse waste materials and to save it for future and at the same time create beautiful and 
useful objects using these materials. 
 
Best Out Of Waste Contest was organized on 7th September,2018 for the children of Prep. 
Little hands and their imagination came together, bursting with creative ideas. The children showcased 
their talents using different waste materials. All the children participated in the contest. 
Best 6 crafts were selected for the final round. 
The judges for the completion were the talented students from classes XI. They were 
 
Srujana Dash  XI D 
Mehuli Das    XI D 
 
The students were judged on the criteria:  Creativity, Presentation and Usability. 
The values like preservation, reuse, recycle etc are imbibed on the young minds. It was amazing to see 
how scrap could be transformed into beautiful and useful articles. 
 

S. NO NAME CLASS/SEC HOUSE POSITION 
1.  SRI HARSHA REDDY.B PREP A TOPAZ I 
2.  ANISH NARSIMHA.A PREP A SAPPHIRE II 
3.  S.ROHAN TEJA PREP A RUBY III 
4.  SAHASRA.B PREP A RUBY CONSOLATION 

 

S. NO NAME CLASS/SEC HOUSE POSITION 
1.  SAMRAT KARN PREP B EMERALD I 
2.  ARSHIKA GUPTA PREP B SAPPHIRE II 
3.  MOKSHA SOLANKI PREP B RUBY III 
4.  KAASHVI PREP B TOPAZ CONSOLATION 

 
 

S. NO NAME CLASS/SEC HOUSE POSITION 
1.  SARAYU CHERUKU PREP C EMERALD I 
2.  AAKRIT BISI PREP C RUBY II 
3.  AADVIKA SARANGI PREP C TOPAZ III 
4.  YASHVEER SINGH PREP C TOPAZ CONSOLATION 

 
 

S. NO NAME CLASS/SEC HOUSE POSITION 
1.  MIHIKA PALAPARTHI PREP D TOPAZ I 
2.  ANISH JAIN PREP D EMERALD II 
3.  A.SURYANSH PREP D RUBY III 
4.  SAMVED BOCHKAR PREP D SAPPHIRE CONSOLATION 
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S. NO NAME CLASS/SEC HOUSE POSITION 
1.  GUTTA GAGANDEEP PREP E RUBY I 
2.  NARA VIHAAN PREP E EMERALD II 
3.  TRISHA SINGH PREP E TOPAZ III 
4.  SAMRIDHI THAKUR PREP E RUBY CONSOLATION 

 
S. NO NAME CLASS/SEC HOUSE POSITION 

1.  TANAV NILGIRI PREP F SAPPHIRE I 
2.  JAANYA KULSHRESTHA PREP F SAPPHIRE II 
3.  YADUVIR JINDAL PREP F EMERALD III 
4.  B.TRAILOKYA REDDY PREP F EMERALD CONSOLATION 

 
S. NO NAME CLASS/SEC HOUSE POSITION 

1.  VANSH PRASAD PREP G EMERALD I 
2.  SIMRAT KWATRA PREP G SAPPHIRE II 
3.  HESHVITA.N PREP G RUBY III 
4.  CHERITH.V PREP G SAPPHIRE CONSOLATION 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Grade Prep. – Poem Enactment 
Poem enactment is a form of self-expression where words and expressions are creatively used to 
convey the message to the audience. It is an excellent way of developing rhythm, phonemic awareness 
and self-expression amongst the students. It also helps to boost their confidence. 
 

After a set of preliminary rounds, 6 participants from each section made it to the final round of the Inter 
House Competition held on the 26th October, 2018. The contestants from each section were all set to 
impress the judges with their impressive gestures and expressions. The poem selected for the contest 
was ‘Sports Inspire Us’ and is quite apt for the Prep age group in order to build a base for sportsmanship 
in future endeavours.  
 
 
The judges for the competition were  

Ms. Raina Bhatt (Coordinator, classes 3 & 4)  

Ms. Ruchi Gulati (Coordinator, classes 1 & 2) 
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Students were judged on the criteria: Diction, Clarity, Presentation, Expressions, Voice modulation 
Most of the students came up with innovative ideas to recite the poem and their enactment was quite 
impactful. The judges were quite impressed by their talent and confidence .The competition went on 
with a lot of excitement and the audience was quite engrossed while listening to the recitations.  
 
The winners are: 

 PREP: A          

S.NO. NAME OF THE CHILD HOUSE POSITION 

1 AISHI AHMED EMERALD I 
2 JUI GANDHI SAPPHIRE II 
3 AGASTYA RUBY III 
4 SONAKSHI RUBY CONSOLATION 

  

PREP: B  

S.NO. NAME OF THE CHILD HOUSE POSITION 

1 VEDANT KAPOOR RUBY I 
2 SHARVI SHARMA SAPPHIRE II 
3 SAANVI. L TOPAZ III 
4 SAI BHUVAN TOPAZ CONSOLATION 

 

PREP: C 

S.NO NAME OF THE CHILD HOUSE POSITION 

1 VIHAAN BAKORE RUBY I 

2 YASHASWINI. D. 
CHATTERJEE 

RUBY II 

3 SARAYU CHERUKU EMERALD III 
4 G. NIKHILA RUBY CONSOLATION 

 

PREP: D  

S.NO NAME OF THE CHILD HOUSE POSITION 

1 ISHANI BANERJEE EMERALD I 
2 MIHIKA PALAPARTHY TOPAZ II 
3 PRAASA RAO SAPPHIRE III 
4 SHAURYA BHASIN TOPAZ CONSOLATION 
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 PREP: E          

S.NO NAME OF THE CHILD HOUSE POSITION 

1 PURVI. BOYINAPALLI SAPPHIRE I 
2 NAVYA AGARWAL RUBY II 
3 TRISHA SINGH TOPAZ III 
4 AMRIT ANAND TOPAZ CONSOLATION 

 

 PREP: F          

S.NO NAME OF THE CHILD HOUSE POSITION 

1 ARJUN SHARMA SAPPHIRE I 
2 TANVI GUNDGURTHI SAPPHIRE II 
3 PIYUSHI MAHENDRAKAR TOPAZ III 
4 JAANYA KULSHRESTHA SAPPHIRE CONSOLATION 

  

 PREP: G   

S.NO NAME OF THE CHILD HOUSE POSITION 

1 VAANYA BAJORIA RUBY I 
2 SIMRAT KWATRA SAPPHIRE II 
3 ANOUK SAREEN EMERALD III 
4 SRI HANVITHA TOPAZ CONSOLATION 
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Grade I – Collage Making Contest 
 

Collage and paper art are very important to children as art helps them to develop their reasoning, 
creative, imaginative and problem solving skills.  
The contest was held on 23rd of October 2018. It was an Individual activity and had 100% participation. 
The aim was to explore the students’ creativity. A great enthusiasm was seen in the students during the 
event. The topic of the Collage competition was ‘INDIA’. 
 

Students were highly excited to participate and perform. They used a variety of material to create the 
collages. This contest helped children to enhance their imagination skills and help them learn in a play 
way method. Students did update themselves with various facts about India during the due course of 
preparation. It was a great learning experience for the students. The efforts of the students were 
remarkable and the most creative collages were adjudged the winners. 
 

S.No Name of the Student House Class/Sec Position 
1 Aadya Singh Sapphire I A First 
2 Anay Rathi Sapphire I A Second 
3 Sai Srikar Thota Ruby I A Third 
4 Gali Charvi Sapphire I A Consolation 
5 Nanya Hiremath Topaz I B First 
6 Vatsal Muthyala Sapphire I B Second 
7 Aahna Jain Ruby I B Third 
8 Muskaan Manihar Ruby I B Consolation 
9 Shaurya Gupta Emerald I C First 

10 Rudr Kondu Emerald I C Second 
11 Sara Gupta Topaz I C Third 
12 Anjana Upadhya Sapphire I C Consolation 
13 Nirvan Bajoria Topaz I D First 
14 V N Nihal Sapphire I D Second 
15 Shriyansh Thanneeru Topaz I D Third 
16 Ananya Jindal Emerald I D Consolation 
17 Nihira Hasa Ayyagari Sapphire I E First 
18 Naitik Das Emerald I E Second 
19 Nishtha Priya Emerald I E Third 
20 Vihaan Teckwani Sapphire I E Consolation 
21 Kolli Sunaina Yashasvi Ruby I F First 
22 Harshvardhan Joshi Emerald I F Second 
23 Rajeev Marrivada Topaz I F Third 

24 Arsh Mahendra Sapphire I F Consolation 

25 Eshanka Duggal Emerald I G First 
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26 Tara Diya Tappa Emerald I G Second 
27 Ashita Ashish Ruby I G Third 
28 Abhilasha Nandi Topaz I G Consolation 
29 Nilima Sahoo Ruby I H First 
30 Chitturi Kriti Topaz I H Second 
31 Venu Swaroop Esukapalli Sapphire I H Third 
32 Kowligi Mugdha Hasini Emerald I H Consolation 
33 Tejaswi Pandey Ruby I I First 
34 M Sai Siddarth Emerald I I Second 
35 Esuru Arinjay Reddy Emerald I I Third 
36 Anvita Anand Pande Emerald I I Consolation 

 
 
Grade II – Quiz Contest 
 

“If you have knowledge, let others light their candles in it.” 
Delhi Public School, Hyderabad is a home for many contests and trivia buffs who thrive on the spirit of 
competition. 
 
The Inter House Quiz Contest was conducted on 23rd October 2018 for Grade II emphasizing on 
promoting a fun way of enriching the learning process and fostering team building. 
There were four teams with eight participants from each named as Masterminds, Mind-bogglers, 
Wikipedia’s, and Wizards. 
 
The quiz was based on the theme “INDIA” which had four rounds  
1. Choose the right answer 
2. Recognize the famous personality 
3. Indian states and their capitals 
4. Rapid fire 
 
The quiz was conducted in a very interactive way and students participated with great gusto. The 
questions were exciting, intriguing and made the audience go. Every round was interesting and 
thrilling. 
The room was buzzing with cheers from the enthusiastic audience and exhilarated and active 
participants. 
 

S.NO NAME OF THE STUDENT CLASS/SEC HOUSE POSITION 
1 Tejas Choudri II A 

RUBY FIRST 

2 Shreya Sarkar II B 
3 Tejas Sahoo II C 
4 Priyanshi Chaurasia II D 
5 Shivam Das Karmakar II E 
6 Saideepak Aytha II F 
7 Aashi Kumar II G 
8 Saideepak Aytha II H 
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9 Naivedya Garg II A 

SAPPHIRE 
 

SECOND 
 

10 Vonteru Nikhil Reddy II B 
11 Akarshak Guha II C 
12 Navya Goel II D 
13 Aarav Gupta II E 
14 Shreshta R II F 
15 Shaivi Petwal II G 
16 Lanka Sai Alekhya II H 
17 Pratham Nayak II A 

TOPAZ THIRD 

18 Sankaramanchi Sarvagnya II B 
19 Pranjal Jain II C 
20 Shriyadita Smriti II D 
21 Chaitra Reddy Cheerla II E 
22 Yashashree Manji II F 
23 Vevaan Bhatia II G 

24 Aasrita Sivani Mamilla II H 

25 Vivasvat Dindukurthy II A 

EMERALD CONSOLATION 

26 Kashvi Nangalia II B 
27 Shivansh Arjaria II C 
28 Akshaj Vardhan Kothapalli II D 
29 Kanumuri Sri Sahasra II E 
30 Laasya Pammi II F 
31 Ahaan Samyak II G 
32 Prakriti Negi II H 
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Grade III – Poem Enactment 

"Poetry is when an emotion has found its thought and the thought has found words." 

Inter House Poem Enactment Competition for the students of Class III, was held on 24 October 2018 
in the School premises. The theme of the poem enactment was “My Country, India.”  

Poetry recitation is literary work where ideas and feelings, accentuated with the use of distinctive style 
and rhythm, is delivered through a public speaking activity with a focus on rhythm, alliteration some 
repetitions. Poetry as an art breaks across grammar and syntax to create something new and 
imaginative for the children. It provides an adventure for the mind.  
Experts in literacy and child development have discovered that  
“If children know eight nursery rhymes by heart by the time they’re four years old, they’re usually among 
the best readers by the time they’re eight.” 
Each one displayed great confidence and good enactment skill. The students were judged on the 
following parameters-delivery, voice modulation, expressions and content.   

All contestants performed with confidence and ease. 

Winners List  

SL. NAME OF THE STUDENT CLASS/SEC POINTS POSITION 

1 SADHIL SAI CHALLA 3 H 5 I 
2 TANVEE PARIDA 3 E 3 II 
3 REYA JAIN 3 H 2 III 

4 ANANYA S KRISHNA 3 E 1 CON 
5 CHAKRAVADHANULA PRANAVI 3 F 1 CON 
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Grade IV – Spell Bee 
 
The story of English spelling is the story of thousands of people - some well-known, most totally 
unknown - who left a permanent linguistic fingerprint on our orthography. 
 
The Spell Bee contest held in the school on 5th October 2018 aimed at creating awareness of the 
possibilities of using varied words in oral and written expression and to add words to the active vocabulary 
of students. 
 
Eight teams with four students in each team competed and put on a tough fight to win this competition.  
 
All the participants worked really hard to prepare themselves for this spelling challenge and every 
competitor was proud of their achievement. The competition was a wonderful learning source not only 
for the participants but also to everyone present there.  
 
There were five rounds where the students were quizzed in all the subjects. All of them performed 
extremely well. As we put up challenging questions, they put on their thinking caps and took them up one 
by one. Our participants exceeded our expectations and excelled. This event not only showcased their 
awareness levels in various subjects that they were quizzed, but also inculcated a team spirit in them. 
They all were winners in the true spirit of the term. 
 
Winners List 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

S.NO NAME OF THE STUDENT CLASS/ SEC HOUSE POSITION 

1 AISHANI ROYCHOUDHURY 4 D 

EMERALD I 
2 ESHWAR SAI KURUKURI 4 D 

3 SOHAM TUMULURI 4 H 

4 VIBHUSHITA SHARMA 4 A 
     

5 ARYAMANN KUMAR 4 C 

EMERALD II 
6 MUNTASIR RAHAMAN 4 E 

7 SARTHAK BARNWAL 4 D 

8 SAHIL BERY 4 F 
     

9 HANNSUJA HARRSH 4 G 

RUBY III 
10 MOKSHITH SURYA VAMSHEE 

GUDISAN 4 D 

11 SUMEDH REYANSH GOPISETTI 4 B 

12 LAASYA PRIYA PANTHANGI 4 H 
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Grade V – Quiz Contest 

“Liberty cannot be preserved without general knowledge among the people”.  -  John Adam 
An Inter-House Quiz competition held on 26thOctober 2018 for class V. The Quiz began with the 
introduction of the quizmaster and contestants of each team. Four Teams participated in Quiz namely 
“Aryabhata”, “Bhaskara”, “Chanakya” & “Mihira”. The rules of the Inter-House Quiz competition were 
announced. Sunita Ma’am conducted the quiz in a very interactive way and the teams participated with 
great enthusiasm. They skillfully answered the questions asked. Though some of the questions were 
very tricky, the teams tried to answer them with confidence. The questions put forth to the teams were 
intriguing, exciting and made the audience go ‘WoW!’ and clap when the teams answered correctly. 
The audience also got a chance to participate every time the teams answered incorrectly. 
Every round was a mixed bag with questions from history, sports, books, languages, vocabulary and 
science. The final round, the Rapid-fire round gave the teams a chance to catch up with leaders and 
put-up a tough fight.  Everyone waited with abaited breath for the announcement of the final scores. 
The Bhaskara team won the Quiz Competition scoring 90 points followed closely by the Chanakya team 
with 85 points. Everyone clapped and cheered for the ecstatic winning teams. It was truly an enriching 
experience for the students. 
Winners List 

 

 

 

 

 

S.NO Position Name of the winner Class House 

1 1st 

SAANVI .I 5 E SAPPHIRE 
ADITYA .P CHATTERJEE 5 E TOPAZ 
ATHARV SINGH 5 F EMERALD 
ADVITA  KRISHNA 5 F RUBY 

2 2nd 

C.NITISH CHANDRA REDDY 5 C RUBY 
EESHA MEDIKONDA 5 C RUBY 
ABHIRATH VARISH GRANDHI 5 D RUBY 
ANANYA KANDA 5 D SAPPHIRE 
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Grade VI – Elocution 

“Uttering a word is like striking a note on the Key board of the imagination”.  - Ludwig Willgenstein 
Elocution refers to one’s capacity of communicating with others, with the use of exact speech and 
gestures. Keeping this in mind Inter House elocution competition was organized on 26th October 2018 
for the students of class VI, it was conducted in two rounds where in every student in class had to face 
an audience with confidence and talk about the topic with clarity and correct pronunciation. In the first 
round all the students participated with the topic given “I am glad I do not belong to the 19th Century”, 
3 participants were selected from each section for the final round. 
 
Topic for the final round were “If I were a character in a book, I would be - - “Or “The best thing about 
me is”. 
 
The participants spoke about the topics with Vigor and enthusiasm. They were judged on the basis of 
Clarity of Speech, Memory, Pronunciation, Expression and Body language. The Judges Ms. Ruchi Gulati 
& Ms. Kuldeep Kaur declared the results. 
 
Winners List 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Position Complete Name of The Winner Class House 
1st SHOHAM.M 6 C EMERALD 
2nd ARUSHA BHATT 6 A TOPAZ 
3rd  SIDDHARTH MAIRA 6 H RUBY 

Consolation 
AARUSHHI MITRA 6 A SAPPHIRE 
RIDDHIMA.P.MEHROTRA 6 F SAPPHIRE 
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Grade VII and VIII – Panel Discussion 

“Ideas run wild without discussion” – Serge Khalili King 
 

A panel discussion involves a group of people gathered together to discuss a topic in front of an audience. 
It allows the students to learn how to work as a group. It improves their skills of research, logical 
organization of ideas as well as the ability to present these thoughts clearly and effectively. 
 

An Interhouse competition – “Panel Discussion” was conducted for students of Class VII and VIII on 25th 
October, 2018. The competition was conducted in two rounds, first at the class level where all students 
participated and three best speakers from each section of Std. VII and VIII were selected for the final 
round. Eight teams, with each team having six students (3 from class 7 and 3 from class 8) section wise, 
were made and asked to select a topic. The moderator of each panel was given chance to pick up a chit 
paper with topic written inside. The three topics discussed were: 
 

1. Climate Change. 
2. Is India ready for cashless economy? 
3. Social Media: Impact on society and human behavior. 
 
The panellists were judged by Ms. N. Radha and Ms. Nandita Karan. Three groups were declared winners. 
One best speaker and one best moderator from all the teams were also awarded with certificates. 
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Winners List: 

Group Topic Class & Sec Students Name House Position 

Group 6 Climate 
Change 

7F Uma Iyer Sapphire 

I 

7F Surapaneni Hasita Emerald 
7F Aanya Sodhani Sapphire 
8F Harini Jandhyala Topaz 
8F Ishani Singh Topaz 
8F Aditya Sinha Emerald 

 

Group 5 

Is India 
ready for 
cashless 
economy? 

7E Sara Joshi Emerald 

II 

7E Gaurav Kumar Pattanaik Emerald 
7E Bonga Prakhya Reddy Emerald 
8E Anaya Vikrama Singh Topaz 
8E Srinija Khammammettu Emerald 

8E Saraswatula Samhitha Topaz 

 

Group 2 Climate 
Change 

7B Harshit Tripathi Emerald 

III 

7B Shruthi Konidala Topaz 

7B Gudla Pushkar Topaz 

8B Merryl Biju Ruby 

8B Anoushka Devineni Topaz 

8B Anoushka Chigullapalli Emerald 
 

Best Moderator: 

Class and Sec. Student’s Name House 

7 F Uma Iyer Sapphire 
 

Best Speaker: 

Class and Sec. Student’s Name House 

7 E Sara Joshi Emerald 
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Grade IX and X – Design your Own Board Game 
 
‘Game design isn’t just a technological craft. It is a 21st Century way of thinking and leading’  
            – Jane McGonigal 
 
The students of classes IX and X participated enthusiastically in the Inter House “Design your own Board 
Game” Competition organized by Sapphire House on 24 October; 2018. Each section was divided into 
four groups based on their houses and were allotted two hours of time from 7:45 AM - 9:00 AM.  
 
Ms. Geethanjali and Mr. Kuntal Dey were invited as judges for the occasion. The main criteria behind 
the judgment were Presentation, Innovation, Rules and Functionality of the game. The competition led 
as a platform for students to put forward their creativity and explore possibilities to make the game 
interesting and innovative. The judges were greatly impressed and appreciated the students for the 
great efforts put in by them in creating extra-ordinary board games in a short time. A few of the board 
games also carried a deep morality that not only create pleasure while playing but also help youngsters 
take a moment to acknowledge them. Mr. Kuntal Dey admired some of the board games and insisted 
on retaining them at school to inspire the primary school children by the message and the idea behind 
the board game. The students were very happy when Principal ma’am took great interest and played 
their games. The students were also very overwhelmed by the remarks of the teachers and judges. All 
the houses gave a tough competition and made it difficult for the judges to declare the winner. 
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Social Empowerment through Work Education 
 

The students of Grade XI of Delhi Public School, Hyderabad, took part in a CBSE Social Empowerment 
initiative through Work Education and Action activity to enhance their creative skills and create 
awareness and educate the students about these diverse issues.  

“The best preparation for tomorrow is doing your best today”, this was the basis of the whole 
awareness program of the day as students emphasized on the following topics First aid Awareness, 
Being safe and responsible, Dignity of Labour and Reduce, Recycle and Reuse. 

Presentations were made by all the classes of grade XI. Grade XI A presented on the topic “First Aid: 
Raising Awareness and Demonstration” where the students educated the audience about the golden 
rules for a first respondent and what actions should a first respondent take. They also helped students 
remember what they should do during danger and what is an appropriate response with abbreviations 
like DRS. ABCD which reads – Danger, Response, Send for Help, Airway, Breathing, CPR and 
defibrillation. Besides this, they gave a live demonstration of how to treat basic wounds and bandage 
them.  

Class XI B spoke on “Dignity of Labour”, the students emphasized on the fact that one should respect 
all kinds of job because each job performed adds to the economy of the nation. One should not be 
humiliated or looked down at because of the choice she/he makes. Along with this, they also taught 
students that to earn dignity one should first love what she/he does and do that job with passion. 

Grade XI C presented on “Being safe and responsible” They emphasized on having a cool and calm 
approach towards danger and response towards it. They gave live demonstrations on how one should 
react to any kind of danger including Nose bleeding, Cuts and bruises, dizziness and choking. The 
students reiterated the necessity of installing first aid kits in public areas like: Airport, Railway station 
and a bus stop. They educated the audience how to check the blood pressure and the temperature of 
a patient even before the rescue team arrives. 

Emphasis was also laid on protection of the environment by the students of Class XI D who spoke on 
the importance of “Reduce, Reuse and Recycle”. The session proceeded with the soft-board decoration 
with reused and recyclable materials like the newspaper borders. Some of the attractions of the display-
board decoration were posters, tips, quotes & an interactive Quiz. A pledge was also taken by the 
audience and the students to inculcate eco-friendly habits in life.  They also disapproved Banning Plastic 
or other such resources which could be used as they can of vital importance to humans and businesses. 
They added that, reuse is the key for a greater and a cleaner future and demonstrated a few models on 
how waste products could be used to create something resourceful and useful out of it. 

The students also prepared a first aid box kit and offered it to the junior wing, besides sharing basic first 
aid tips with their juniors. This session has educated students on various aspects of the modern-day 
importance, trying to inculcate habits of respecting the environment and helping other fellow beings. 
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Special Assemblies 
 
Grade Nursery E and F - Ganesh Chaturthi Celebrations 
 

On the auspicious occasion of Ganesh Chaturthi, Special assembly was presented by the children of 
Nursery E and F on Wednesday 12th September’18. The assembly was witnessed by the overwhelmed 
spectators, who were parents of the performing kids from Nursery E and F. The dispites practiced 
regularly every day for an hour to ensure they were well prepared for the assembly. Extensive support 
from Music and Dance teachers was extended to enhance and improvise the kids’ performance. The 
beautiful props and backdrop created the festive ambience for the occasion. 
 
The assembly commenced with melodious shloka and bhajan recitation by little Ganapati devotees 
dressed traditionally followed by National news and DPS news oration. The tiny tots explained the 
meaning of the name ‘Ganapati’ in a syllabic manner. The dipsites elaborated the importance of 
Ganapati’s body parts displaying each of the parts depicting ideal human qualities. A small dance 
performance on the Ganapati song was the feast for the eye and the audience thoroughly enjoyed. The 
kids elaborated on the jubilations and festivities during this ten day festival commencing from Ganapati 
“Sthapana” to “Visarjan” through an engaging skit. Preparations for the festival and activities involved 
in the puja ceremony were demonstrated in the skit. The children emphasised the importance of eco-
friendly ways of celebrating this festival highlighting the motto of “Clean Ganapati green Ganapati” 
which was also the takeaway for the audience.. Culmination of the assembly was with an entertaining 
finale dance performance. The thought for the day “Life is long as his trunk, trouble as small as his 
mouse and moments as sweet as his laddoos” was with a motive to pray to Lord Ganesha seeking his 
divine blessings. The parents were impressed to see the little ones’ sing and dance merrily. The 
energetic performers were applauded by them. Two of the parents expressed their views by 
appreciating little dispites’ and teachers’ hard work in successfully creating a miniature of the festive 
environment. 
 

A special mention of the creativity and relentless work of the Class Teachers of Grade E and F –  
Class Teachers:  Nursery E   Nursery F 

Ms. Bijapur Aakhila                Ms. Mistu 
Ms. Minu Prasad                       Ms. Ashwini 
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Grade Prep. – Dussehra & Diwali Celebrations 

Pre-Primary wing celebrated Dussehra-Diwali Special Assembly on 4th October 2018.  
Tiny tots of Prep from sections A, B and E presented the assembly. The students practiced for fifteen 
days to prepare the spectacular event. There was a hundred percent participation, where each and 
every child was given a chance to showcase his/her talent. The occasion was graced by the Principal 
Mrs Geetha Vishwanathan and the parents. 
The event started with a prayer and a welcome address by the Pre Primary Coordinator Mrs. Laxmi 
Samal.  
 

Unity in diversity - India and victory of good over evil were the main themes of the event. The assembly 
commenced by the soulful recital of shloka by the little ones who set the mood for the occasion. 
Children spoke about on the significance of these festivals and how it is celebrated in different states. 
This was beautifully depicted through an enactment representing four different parts of the country, 
for example, Ram Lila for North, the famous Dandiya Raas of Navratri to represent the West, for South- 
Bathukammaa and for West Durga Puja was shown. The little ones were dressed up in their best and 
the state festival Bathukamma dance showcased the rituals and traditions of state Telangana. 
A graceful dance performance on ‘Aayi Diwali’ song was the feast for the eyes and was thoroughly 
enjoyed by the audience. The children emphasized the importance and significance of eight different 
forms of Goddess Lakshmi in a spectacular way.  Culmination of assembly was with an energetic dance 
performance that showed Ma Durga focusing on Shakti and its manifestations, spreading the message 
of the victory of good over evil. The beautiful props and backdrop created the festive ambience for the 
occasion. The ambience was filled with great joy and enthusiasm in the presence of the parents.  The 
assembly was witnessed by the overwhelmed spectators. Some parents shared their views and 
addressed the gathering with their inspiring words and appreciated the efforts put in by the teachers 
and management for organizing such events that bring out the best in their wards.  
The event was a learning experience about our rich Indian culture and values. 
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Grade IV – Teacher’s Day Celebrations 
 
‘No printed word  
nor spoken plea can  
teach young minds  
what men should be,  
not all the books  
on all the shelves but what  
the teachers are themselves’  
 

    - Rudyard Kipling 

 
On the occasion of Teachers’ Day, a special assembly was organized by the class IV students with 
incredible gusto and zeal in the school. The speakers bid a warm welcome Principal, Mrs. Geetha 
Vishwanathan, Head Mistresses, Coordinators and all the teachers of DPS, Hyderabad. 
 
‘Teachers should be the best minds in the country.’ These are the words of Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan, 
great Indian philosopher and statesman. He was also the President of India and his birthday is 
celebrated nationwide as Teacher’s Day. This assembly was an opportunity for the children to show 
their gratitude towards their teachers for their dedication and commitment towards the students. 

The assembly began with a soulful rendering of the Vandana by the choir followed by the News which 
was presented in a different way. The News readers shared the information of events that happened in 
the past on the 5th of September.  
 

The children recited a Kabir Doha to acknowledge their teachers:- 

गु  गो वदं दोन  खड़,े काके लागू ंपाँय । 
ब लहार  गु  आपनो, गो वदं दयो मलाय ॥ 

A poem was recited followed by a melodious song, “You have made a difference you have shaped our 
minds” sung by the choir which was well applauded. One student gave a heart rendering speech about 
the teaching profession. He said, “They say that experience is the best teacher, but for us having you as 
our teacher is the best experience.” 
 
“Who is the first teacher in a child’s life?” was beautifully enacted on the stage by the students. Children 
witnessed various games played by their teachers and they were surprised to see the teachers 
participating and enjoying themselves whole heartedly. Then was the customary speech by the Head 
Girl and Head Boy, Principal for the day. 
 
To bring a meaningful and energetic end to the assembly a scintillating dance performance portraying 
the significance and celebration of this cheerful day was presented by a group of students which the 
audience enjoyed. Overall it was a well appreciated show put up by the students of Class IV. 
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A beautiful quote concluded the assembly: “To the world you may be just a teacher, but to your 
students you are a hero!” 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Grade XII - Teacher’s Day Celebrations 
 
To cherish and honor the efforts of the selected few who help build a nation and future generation, DPS 
Hyderabad celebrated its most awaited Teachers day celebrations on 5th of September 2018. 
 
The day began with the students pouring in wearing traditional finery brimming with energy. The 
lighting of the lamp by respected Principal mam, followed by an auspicious invocation of goddess 
Saraswati marked the beginning of the event on a divine note, which was followed by a soothing medley 
of retro songs that are wildly popular to take the audience, teachers in particular on a breezy trip down 
the memory lane. 
The element of surprise was introduced into the event when some energetic dancers were springing 
into lively dances in flash mobs, right after the medley. There was a lot of awe from the audience’s side. 
 
The mime which followed was so perfectly orchestrated which conveyed the importance of teachers in 
our lives. Not a single person was there in the audience, who did not enjoy it and deeply relate to the 
message it portrayed. 
Spoken poetry by Gurnoor Kaur of class 12, was so heart touching and so mesmerizing that the 
audience, teachers in particular could not stop smiling ear to ear.  
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Soon, there were a few more flash mobs on highly energetic dance numbers to put the audience on a 
groovy mood, obviously being a hit amongst one and all. 
 
Finally the event ended on a deeply moving note. The Vice Head Girl, Sanya Sharma’s speech, touched 
the deepest corners of teachers’ hearts where she extrapolated on how teachers guided her in her own 
sweet journey. It was one enrapturing speech which was followed by the token of gratitude presented 
by Tavashya Kumar (the Vice Head Boy) in the form of his words to one and all present and involved in 
the successful running of the event. 
 
It was a charming event indeed, which did not fail to warm the hearts of all and sundry. 
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Achievement  Galore 
 

 

B.SANJANA REDDY   of class XII C won Bronze medal in CBSE 
Cluster VII Athletic Meet 2018, Org.by Nalla Malla Reddy 
Foundation School, Medchal, from 11th to 14th October 2018. 

 

She also won Bronze medal in CBSE south zone swimming 
Championship in 200 mtr freestyle event held at Kadapa from 
22nd to 24th October 2018 

 

 

 

PARTH BHATIA   of class VIII secured 1st position in 2nd Telangana Table Tennis 

state level Ranking Tournament 2018, Org. by SriChaitanya Educational 

Institutions, from 26th to 29th October 2018. 

 

 

 

 

Our School Table Tennis Team won Bronze medal under 
17 age category in CBSE Cluster VII Table Tennis 
Tournament, Org. by Meridian School, Kukatpally from 
29th September to 1st October 2018. 

Participants are: 

    JAY PARIDA  - XI 

 NEEL M DOSHI - XII 

 ROHAN  DESAI - XII 
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KRISH SANJAY SINGHVI  of class 8 secured Runner-up in 

under 14 year’s age category in CBSE Cluster VII Table 

Tennis Tournament, Organized by Meridian School and 

he is selected for CBSE Nationals, which in the month of 

December. 

 

 

 

 

SNEHA SINGH of class X D won International  Event 91st Albatross Junior 

Golf Tournament 2018. She secured 2nd place in IGU Junior National at 

Pune, Maharashtra. She also secured 2nd place in IGU National 

Chandigarh Juniors at ITC Classic Gurgaon. 

 

 

 

 

TRISHA SHARMA   of class IX D won Bronze Medal in 200 mts Event 
under 16 years category in 5th TELANGAN State Inter District Junior 
Athletic Championship 2018, on 12th and 13th of October, which was 
Org. by Hyderabad District Athletics Association, held at Gachibowli 
Athletic Stadium. 

 

She also won Gold medal in 200 mts under 16 years category in 
Reliance Foundation Youth Sports and selected for Nationals, Org. 
by RFYS ,held at Gachibowli Athletic Stadium on 4th October 2108. 
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DPS School Basketball Team Girls stood Winners in CBSE Cluster VII Basketball Tournament under 17 
age category, Org. by P. Obul Reddy Public School, Hyderabad from 9th to 11th October  2018. The 
Participants were: 

S.No Name of the participant Class/sec 
1 DANTULURI ISHIKA VARMA 10 E 
2 KINNERA  CHALLAPALLI 10 D 
3 MADALA SAI HARSHITHA 9 D 
4 E V S D  TRIVENI THORANA 9 D 
5 SANJANA RAJESH KHANNA 9 A 
6 P  SRIHITHA 11 
7 MANYA MADHUR 9 A 
8 KHUSHI ATUKURI 8 C 
9 ASMITA REDDY VANGALA 8 B 
10 YALAMANCHI  KEERTHANA 8 A 
11 SOUNDARYA GIRI 8 A 
12 ANUSREE  BOYAPALLY 8 H 

 
 

 
DPS School Basketball Team Boys  stood Runner-Up  in CBSE Cluster VII Basketball Tournament under 
17 age category, Org. by INDUS UNIVERSAL SCHOOL,YAPRAL from 6th to 9th October  2018. 

 
The Participants were: 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

S.No  Name  Class/sec  
1 S. PRANAV  REDDY 11  
2 AKKINENI  ROHAN 10  
3 RAGHAV  KUCHIBHOTLA 10  
4 LAKSHMANA KRISHNA VENKATA PERI 10  
5 KURRA RAJEEV 10  
6 REVANTH THOGANTI 10  
7 K SAI SRAVANTH 9 
8 KOPPURAVURI VISWANATH 9  
9 M VENKATA SAI KRITIN 7 

10 N. NITIN 11 
11 ARNAV PRAVIN KAWADKAR 8  
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The following students won medals at State and District level in Basketball School Games Federation 
of India, conducted by WORD and DEED School, Hayathnagar, R R Dist, in the following categories. 

 

State Level 

1. KHUSHI ATUKURI   8 C 

2. YALAMANCHI  KEERTHANA 8 A 

 
District Level 

3. M VENKATA SAI KRITIN 7 B 

4. RITHVIK REDDY CHITLA 8 D 
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Theme of the Month 
 

“All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy” holds true even for the young learners. Children are very 
curious and effervescent by nature.  The spirit of friendly competition comes alive on Pre Primary Sports 
Week Celebration. The children participate in wide range of sports events, cheer on their teammates 
and learn valuable lessons in sportsmanship. 
 
It is believed that for the holistic development of a child, sports are as crucial as academics. In 
recognition of this, our cherubic little Dipsites were introduced to various refreshing sports as part of 
novel theme of the month “Little Champions”. The children displayed enthusiasm that lasted not just 
a day but continued unabated for a week. This week long celebration helped them to explore their 
hidden sporting talents as they enjoyed a healthy competition amongst each other.  
 
Sports, whether team based or individual, are great for children as they not just focus more on physical 
activity but also build a strong character and motivates them to excel in life while teaching them the 
benefits of goal-setting and practice. 
 
The children were taught different vocabulary related to games and sports, the goal is to get students 
to gain greater understanding of the sports and games. 
 
During this fun-filled week long celebrations, all the children of Pre Primary wing took part in various 
sporting activities on four different days each (Nursery and Prep). The children of Nursery participated 
in the most engaging and innovative races like lemon & spoon, coin race on the 1st day (20.9.18) and 
followed by shuttle race, basket the ball on the 2nd day (24.9.18) which got the crowd cheering. While, 
the children of Prep were enthralled by participating in games like Kho-Kho, Cricket on the 3rd day 
(26.9.18) and followed by Football, Basketball, relay race on the 4th  day (3.10.18).  
 
It was a successful event in nurturing life skills and imbibing love for sports in their young minds. The 
purpose of such event was to motivate the young minds to develop interest for games and to keep 
themselves fit and healthy.  The event was highly appreciated by the parents. 
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A  GLIMPSE  - fun in the field 
 

 
 
 
BASKET THE BALL 

 

 
 
 
SHUTTLE RACE 
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COIN RACE 
 

 
 
 
Modified HURDLE RACE                      LEMON SPOON RACE 
 

 
 
 
KHO-KHO 
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CRICKET 
 

 

 
 
 
FOOTBALL 
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BASKETBALL 
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DPS in News        SCHOOL IS COOL   
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DPS in News        SCHOOL IS COOL  

      
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


